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The Options Revolution: From Futures to Equities illustrates the evolution of the options market to include options on futures and swaps. This book examines how the rise of these new and complex options markets has changed the very way stock options are sold, and how investors must adapt to this new market. Futures options, which
date back to the 18th century, has become an integral part of an investment strategy. The markets for options on futures, called contracts for difference, or CFD's, has grown from $55 billion in 1997 to over $1.4 trillion as of May 2007. This book discusses this major change in the options market, and how it will affect all investors. Not only

will you see how to make money in this new market, but how to hedge and even speculate with futures options. You'll see how other investment vehicles such as interest-rate products and credit-default swaps function with futures options. This book will also help you understand how futures and options "grow" together, and profit from
using futures to hedge the risks that will inevitably occur in the futures option market. There's also a discussion of the dramatic changes the options markets are beginning to see, such as the wholesale development of Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE) futures markets, as well as other changes that are contributing to the dramatic

rise of the options markets. Some highlights include: Lawrence McMillan's Options As a Strategic Investment is a comprehensive book that helps new investors understand options. This is the perfect combination of a comprehensive overview and straight-forward explanations of key concepts. It is easy to follow and offers no attempt to
being too clever by half. This unique combination makes it a valuable reference for seasoned investors looking to expand their knowledge or a new investor looking to get started in options. In addition, this book offers a wide range of additional useful material, including an appendix explaining the critical role of volatility, various

calculators and other tools for use with options, and a discussion of the futures option markets.
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While it's important to be educated about this type of investment, it's important not to let this knowledge make you obsessed about options trading. Options as a Strategic Investment book contains a great deal of useful information, but investors who follow this book will increase their understanding of options trading. This will certainly
make them better investors, but it will not make their options trading more profitable. We would not suggest that anyone increase their options trading profits by watching Options As a Strategic Investment. Options are one of the most important instruments a trader can utilize to enhance portfolio performance. This book, entitled, Trading

Options, by Lawrence G. McMillan, promises the novice trader a comprehensive introduction to the many basic concepts of options and their place in the overall trading system. This book, written in the style of a story, begins with an explanation of options and where they fit in the trading system. When combined with the many
illustrations and examples, this book becomes an information resource that any novice can use to get started in options trading. Beginning in March 2001, options is the best-selling choice for investors. The first investment book that every investor should read. Lawrence McMillan shows how to play the options market, making it easier for
investors to learn options. Although options is considered a high-risk/high-reward investment, McMillan shows how to use options for superior returns without the risks. This book includes topics like how to use options as a hedge, using options to improve the economic return on stocks, and other topics useful to an options investor. This

Best Options Trading book helps you understand how options work and how they interact with other investment vehicles. It's also a step-by-step guide to trading options, which includes examples of how to use options for maximum profit. Lawrence shows you exactly what to do in order to succeed, how to maximize the profits that come
from an options strategy, and much more. 5ec8ef588b
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